












Extensive research has implicated the hippocampus as a key locus of episodic memory. Critical among the

computations governing hippocampal-dependent mnemonic processing are ‘pattern separation’ and its

complement ‘pattern completion’. Pattern separation refers to the mapping of similar inputs, for example ‘car’

and ‘cat’, to dissimilar representations. Pattern completion refers to the mapping of dissimilar inputs, for

example ‘car’ and ‘automobile’, to similar representations. A large body of work has fleshed out how these

processes, instantiated at different stages within the hippocampal formation, may shape hippocampal

representations and episodic memory alike. Crucially though, whether and how inputs are transformed

throughout this circuit is hypothesized to depend on past experience, yet little is known about this dependency.

Here I address this knowledge gap. In part one, I introduce a novel behavioral paradigm which induces

hippocampal pattern separation on the basis of past experience alone, without changes to sensory cues or

explicit task demands. Next, I show that selective chemogenetic inactivation of DG-CA3 circuitry in this

paradigm completely and reversibly abolishes pattern separation in downstream CA1 while sparing other

representational components. In part two, I adapt existing geometric morph paradigms, in which one familiar

environment is progressively deformed to resemble another familiar environment, to assay the development of

hippocampal pattern separation and completion across extended experience (30 days; A,B). With this rich

dataset I identify multiple previously unrecognized dynamics, including the evolution of pattern completion

over experience (C) and contributions of individual cells to distinct components of contextual representation

and representational drift over time. Together, these results characterize the critical and continued influence of

past experience on hippocampal pattern separation and pattern completion, demonstrate a causal and

selective contribution of DG-CA3 circuitry to experience-dependent hippocampal pattern separation, and set

the stage for further causal tests of the specific circuitry mediating these dynamics.



Episodic memory depends on interactions between the hippocampus and the

interconnected regions comprising default mode network (DMN). Here, using

data-driven analyses of resting-state fMRI data, we identified the networks that

interact with the hippocampus—the DMN and a “Medial Temporal Network” (MTN)

that included regions in the medial temporal lobe and retrosplenial cortex. We

observed that the MTN plays a critical role in connecting the visual network to the

DMN and hippocampus. The DMN could be further divided into three subnetworks:

a “Posterior-Medial” Subnetwork comprised of posterior cingulate, and lateral

parietal cortices, an “Anterior-Temporal” Subnetwork comprised of regions in the

temporopolar, and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, and a “Medial-Prefrontal”

Subnetwork comprised of regions primarily in the medial prefrontal cortex. These

Finally, a meta-analysis of fMRI studies suggests new hypotheses regarding the

networks vary in their functional connectivity along the hippocampal long-axis and

represent different kinds of information during memory-guided decision-making.

functions of the MTN and DMN subnetworks, providing a framework to guide future

research on the neural architecture of episodic memory.



The central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) is a heterogeneous nucleus that

regulates appetitive and aversive behaviors. We have investigated the role of

neurons in the CeA expressing the 13-amino acid neuropeptide neurotensin

(NTS) in mediating ethanol consumption and reward-like behaviors.

Caspase-mediated ablation of these CeA-NTS neurons, as well as vGAT

preference for other sweet or bitter tastants. CeA-NTS neurons project to the

parabrachial nucleus (PBN), where they form GABAergic synapses.

Optogenetic activation of the NTS-CeA to PBN pathway was reinforcing, and

promoted consumption of alcohol, sucrose, and saccharin. Stimulation of this

projection thus increases consumption of palatable fluids regardless of

caloric content. These data suggest that the NTS-CeA to PBN pathway may

mediate some of the reinforcing properties of alcohol, as well as other

palatable fluids.

knockdown, reduced voluntary ethanol intake and preference in male, but

not female mice. This manipulation did not impact anxiety-like behaviors, or



Social dominance orientation (SDO) measures the extent to which people accept

and promote group-based inequality and is positively associated to prejudicial

attitudes and behaviors. Despite the large body of scholarship on SDO, we know

little about the relationship between SDO and emotions. In this talk I will argue

that SDO is tied to people’s willingness to feel empathy and counter-empathy

that explicates how SDO’s relationship with downstream behaviors and policy

towards others but especially competitively threatening, low status others. First,

I provide evidence that SDO is negatively associated with feeling empathy for

others and positively associated with feeling counter-empathy, and that competitive

group settings exacerbated these relationships. Second, I suggest that this

relationship is motivated, as people with higher levels of SDO make similar

forecasts of others’ emotions as do those low in SDO, but they desire to feel less

empathy toward low-status targets and when given a choice, choose to feel

less empathy and more schadenfreude. Lastly, I discuss a preliminary model

preferences are mediated by (counter-)empathic responding. This work contributes

to the growing body of work on the role that ideologies play in driving emotions

and empathic responses.



The push towards using more ecologically-valid stimuli in neuroscience has grown as researchers 
seek to better understand how the brain functions under more naturalistic conditions. Although 
many recent studies have begun to reveal how the brain processes real-world stimuli such as film 
and narratives more generally, fewer studies have demonstrated how the brain processes real-
world music. Like narratives, music is structured hierarchically such that information is represented 
at different timescales. Music also strongly engages episodic memory and serves as a powerful 
memory cue for related information. In our research, we seek to extend recent findings on event 
cognition and episodic memory for narratives to music. Specifically, I will highlight research where 

we show how areas of the default mode network, as well as sensory cortex, chunk musical events 

into meaningful units. Next, I will present preliminary findings from an ongoing study in which we 
explore the effect of recurrent musical structure in a film score on memory formation and retrieval 
for information in a film. In this paradigm, we present a feature-length film to two groups of 
participants undergoing fMRI; one group that watches the film with the film score intact and another 
group that watches the film without the film score. We then have both groups of participants return 
to the fMRI scanner the next day to recall the entire movie as well as respond to survey questions 
related to the film. Initial results suggest that participants are differentially affected by the absence 
or presence of the film score at both the behavioral and neural level. Finally, I will draw connections 
between these lines of work to demonstrate the effectiveness of using music as a tool for 

understanding the neural mechanisms underlying event cognition and episodic memory. 

areas found in previous studies on event perception in movies and audio narratives (including 

regions of the default mode network).
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